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We model any network on guration arising from the exeution of a se urity proto ol as a soft onstraint satisfa tion problem
(SCSP). We formalise the proto ol goal of on dentiality as a property
of the solution for an SCSP, hen e on dentiality always holds with a
ertain se urity level. The poli y SCSP models the network on guration
where all admissible proto ol sessions have terminated su essfully, and
an imputable SCSP models a given network on guration. Comparing
the solutions of these two problems eli its whether the given on guration hides a on dentiality atta k. We an also ompare atta ks and
de ide whi h is the most signi ant. The approa h is demonstrated on
the asymmetri Needham-S hroeder proto ol.

Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Modern omputer networks are inse ure in the sense that the ongoing trafan be inter epted and eavesdropped by a mali ious atta ker, alled spy
below. Agents trying to ommuni ate over an inse ure network exe ute suitable se urity proto ols to take advantage of the proto ol goals. A major goal
is on dentiality, whi h holds of a message that remains undis losed to the
spy. Failure to a hieve the laimed goals of a proto ol [AN96,Low96,LR97℄ has
motivated a number of approa hes to reasoning formally on se urity proto ols
(e.g. [Low95,BR97,Pau98,Bel99℄).
Our original ontribution to formal proto ol analysis is an approa h to modelling any network on guration arising from the exe ution of a proto ol as a soft
onstraint satisfa tion problem (SCSP), and to dete ting on dentiality atta ks
mounted by the spy in the given on guration. Also, we an establish whi h is
the more signi ant out of a pair of atta ks.

Re all that an SCSP may be viewed as a lassi al onstraint satisfa tion
problem (CSP) [Ma 92,Wal96℄ where ea h assignment of values to variables in
the onstraints is asso iated to an element taken from a partially ordered set.
These elements an then be interpreted as levels of preferen e, or of ertainty, et .
When modelling se urity proto ols, the partially ordered set ontains se urity
levels. For example, the Kerberos proto ol [BP98℄ relies on two separate sets of
session keys | one ontains the \authorisation keys", and the other ontains the
\servi e keys". Ea h authorisation key is used to en rypt several servi e keys. In
onsequen e, should the spy get hold of an authorisation key, by mere de ryption
she would also dis over all the asso iated servi e keys. In fa t, di erent keys (and,
in general, di erent messages) must be asso iated with di erent se urity levels,
and there are on dentiality atta ks of di erent signi an e. We formally develop
this reasoning using the soft onstraint framework, whereas, to our knowledge,
on dentiality is a mere yes/no property in the existing literature.
We demonstrate our approa h on the asymmetri Needham-S hroeder proto ol [NS78℄. This is one of the the most dis ussed se urity proto ols for it hides
a subtle but realisti atta k that was dis overed nearly two de ades after the
proto ol publi ation [Low95℄. We assume a basi familiarity with the on epts
of en ryption and de ryption [Nat77,RSA76℄. En ryption will be indi ated by
fat bra es, so that fjmjgK will stand for the iphertext obtained by en rypting
message m under key K . En ryption is perfe t when m an be re overed from
fjmjgK if and only if K 1 is available. In this de nition, the keys K and K 1 are
inter hangeable. A major feature is that K annot be obtained from K 1 or vi e
versa. En ryption is often not perfe t when it is implemented, but Lowe's atta k
shows that designing a proto ol that a hieves its laimed goals is not trivial even
if perfe t ryptography were available.
Below, we brie y review the basi s of semiring-based SCSPs (x2), and then
des ribe how to use them to model atta ks to se urity proto ols (x3). Then, we
des ribe the asymmetri Needham-S hroeder proto ol (x4), use our approa h on
that proto ol (x5), and on lude (x6).
2

Soft

onstraints

Several formalisations of the on ept of soft onstraints are urrently available
[SFV95,DFP93,FW92,FL93℄. In the following, we refer to one that is based on
semirings [BMR95,BMR97,Bis00℄, whi h an be shown to generalise and express
many of the others [BFM+ 96,BFM+ 99℄.
Let us rst remind that a CSP is a tuple hV; D; C; on; def; ai where

{ V is a nite set of variables, i.e., V = fv1 ; : : : ; v g;
{ D is a set of values, alled the domain;
{ C is a nite set of onstraints, i.e., C = f 1 ; : : : ; g. C is ranked, i.e.
C = C , su h that 2 C if involves k variables;
{ on is alled the onne tion fun tion and it is su h that on : (C ! V );
where on( ) = hv1 ; : : : ; v i is the tuple of variables involved in 2 C ;
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{ def is alled the de nition fun tion and it is su h that def : (C !
}(D )); where }(D ) is the powerset of D , that is, all the possible subsets
of k -tuple in D ;
{ a  V , and represents the distinguished variables of the problem.
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In words, fun tion on des ribes whi h variables are involved in whi h onstraint,
while fun tion def spe i es whi h are the domain tuples permitted by the onstraint. The set a is used to point out the variables of interest in the given CSP,
i.e., the variables for whi h we want to know the possible assignments, ompatibly with all the onstraints (note that other lassi al de nitions of onstraint
problems do not have the notion of distinguished variables, and thus it is as if
all variables are of interest).
An example of CSP is depi ted in gure 1, where variables are inside ir les,
onstraints are represented by undire ted ar s. Here we assume that the domain
D of the variables ontains only elements a and b.
a
b

<a, a>
<a, b>

X

Fig. 1.

a
b
Y

A CSP

To transform a lassi al onstraint into a soft one, we need to asso iate to
ea h instantiation of its variables a value from a partially ordered set. Combining
onstraints will then have to take into a ount su h additional values, and thus
the formalism has also to provide suitable operations for ombination () and
omparison (+) of tuples of values and onstraints. This is why this formalisation
is based on the on ept of semiring, whi h is just a set plus two operations.
A semiring is a tuple hA; +; ; 0; 1i su h that:

{ A is a set and 0; 1 2 A;
{ + is ommutative, asso iative and 0 is its unit element;
{  is asso iative, distributes over +, 1 is its unit element and 0 is its absorbing
element.

A -semiring is a semiring hA; +; ; 0; 1i su h that: + is idempotent, 1 is its
absorbing element and  is ommutative.
Let us onsider the relation S over A su h that a S b i a + b = b. Then
it is possible to prove that (see [BMR97℄):

{  is a partial order;
{ + and  are monotone on  ;
{ 0 is its minimum and 1 its maximum;
{ hA;  i is a omplete latti e and, for all a; b 2 A, a + b = lub(a; b).
S

S
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Informally, the relation S gives us a way to ompare (some of the) tuples of
values and onstraints. In fa t, when we have a S b, we will say that b is better
than a. Below,  will usually repla e S .
A onstraint system is a tuple CS = hS ; D; Vi where S is a -semiring, D is
a nite set (the domain of the variables) and V is an ordered set of variables.
Given a semiring S = hA; +; ; 0; 1i and a onstraint system CS = hS ; D; Vi,
a onstraint is a pair hdef ; oni where on  V and def : Dj onj ! A. Therefore,
a onstraint spe i es a set of variables (the ones in on), and assigns to ea h
tuple of values of these variables an element of the semiring.
A soft onstraint problem is a pair hC; oni where on  V and C is a set of
onstraints: on is the set of variables of interest for the onstraint set C , whi h
however may on ern also variables not in on.
Figure 2 pi tures a soft CSP, with the semiring values written to the right of
the orresponding tuples, obtained from the lassi al one represented in gure 1
by using the fuzzy -semiring [DFP93,Rut94,S h92℄:

S

F CSP

a −−> 0.9
b −−> 0.1

= h[0; 1℄; max; min; 0; 1i:

<a, a> −−> 0.8
<a, b> −−> 0.2
<b, a> −−> 0
<b, b> −−> 0

X

Fig. 2.

a −−> 0.9
b −−> 0.5
Y

A fuzzy CSP

Combining and proje ting soft onstraints Given two onstraints 1 =

hdef 1 ; on1 i and 2 = hdef 2 ; on2 i, their ombination 1 2 is the onstraint
hdef ; oni de ned by on = on1 [ on2 and def (t) = def 1 (t # 1 )def 2 (t # 2 ),
where t # denotes the tuple of values over the variables in Y , obtained by proon
on
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Y
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je ting tuple t from X to Y . In words, ombining two onstraints means building
a new onstraint involving all the variables of the original ones, and asso iating
to ea h tuple of domain values for su h variables a semiring element that is obtained by multiplying the elements asso iated by the original onstraints to the
appropriate subtuples.
Given a onstraint = hdef ; oni and a subset I of V , the proje tion of
over I , written +I is the onstraint hdef 0 ; on0 i where on0 = on \ I and
def 0 (t0 ) = t=t#Ionon =t def (t). Informally, proje ting means eliminating some
variables. This is done by asso iating to ea h tuple over the remaining variables
a semiring element whi h is the sum of the elements asso iated by the original
onstraint to all the extensions of this tuple over the eliminated variables.
In short, ombination is performed via the multipli ative operation of the
semiring, and proje tion via the additive operation.

P
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Solutions The solution of an SCSP problem P = hC; oni is the onstraint
Sol(P) = ( C ) + . That is, we ombine all onstraints, and then proje t
over the variables in on. In this way we get the onstraint over on whi h is
on

\indu ed" by the entire SCSP.
For example, ea h solution of the fuzzy CSP of gure 2 onsists of a pair
of domain values (that is, a domain value for ea h of the two variables) and
an asso iated semiring element. Su h an element is obtained by looking at the
smallest value for all the subtuples (as many as the onstraints) forming the
pair. For example, for tuple ha; ai (that is, x = y = a), we have to ompute the
minimum between 0:9 (whi h is the value for x = a), 0:8 (whi h is the value for
hx = a; y = ai) and 0:9 (whi h is the value for y = a). Hen e, the resulting value
for this tuple is 0:8.
3

Using SCSPs for Proto ol Analysis

We explain here how to formalise any network on guration arising from the
exe ution of a proto ol as an SCSP, and de ne on dentiality and on dentiality atta ks as properties of the solution for that SCSP. The following, general
treatment is demonstrated in x5.

3.1 The Se urity Semiring
We de ne the set L as to ontain unknown, private, debug and publi . Ea h of
these elements represents a possible se urity level that a proto ol asso iates to
messages. The se urity levels regulate the agents' knowledge of messages. They
may be seen as an extension of the two-valued property of known/unknown. For
example, unknown will be assigned to those messages that a proto ol does not
en ompass, and obviously to those messages that a given agent does not know;
debug will be assigned to the messages that are reated and then ex hanged
during a proto ol session. The remaining levels are self-explanatory.
Figure 3 de nes a multipli ative operator, se , and an additive one, +se .
Theorem 1 introdu es the se urity semiring.

Theorem 1 (Se urity Semiring).
S = hL; + ;  ; publi ; unknowni is a -semiring.
se

se

se

Proof. There exists an isomorphism between the fuzzy -semiring (x2) and Sse :
the se urity levels an be mapped into the values in the range [0; 1℄ (unknown
being mapped into 1, publi being mapped into 0), +se an be mapped into
fun tion max, and se into fun tion min.

Sin e se is idempotent, it is also the glb operator in the total order of L.
While the urrent four levels will suÆ e to model most proto ols, it is understood that more omplex proto ols may require additional ones, su h as noti e,
warning, error, rit. The se urity semiring an be easily extended by upgrading
the de nitions of se and +se .
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The de nitions of
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3.2 The Network Constraint System
A omputer network an be modelled as a onstraint problem over a onstraint
system CSn = hSse ; D; Vi de ned as follows:

{
{
{

S is the se urity semiring (x3.1);
V is an unlimited set of variables, in luding SPY, ea h representing a network
se

agent;

D is an unlimited set of values in luding the empty message fjjg, all atomi

messages, as well as all messages re ursively obtained by on atenation and
en ryption. Intuitively, D represents all agents' possible knowledge.

We onsider an unlimited number of atomi messages, whi h typi ally are agent
names, timestamps, non es and ryptographi keys. Con atenation and en ryption operations an be applied an unlimited number of times. Also, ea h agent
an initiate an unlimited number of proto ol sessions with any other agent.
We name CSn as network onstraint system. Note that CSn does not depend
on any proto ols, for it merely portrays the topology of a omputer network on
whi h any proto ol an be implemented. Members of V will be indi ated by
apital letters, while members of D will be in small letters.

3.3 The Initial SCSP
Ea h se urity proto ol P is asso iated with a poli y that should, at least, state
whi h messages are publi , and whi h messages are private for whi h agents.
It is intuitive to apture these poli y rules by means of our se urity levels
(x3.1). Pre isely, these rules an be translated into unary onstraints. For ea h
agent A 2 V , we de ne a unary onstraint that states the se urity levels of A's
knowledge as follows. It asso iates se urity level publi to all agent names and to
timestamps (if P uses them); level private to A's initial se rets,1 su h as keys (i.e.
1 As opposed to the se rets reated during the proto ol exe ution.

Ka if P uses symmetri en ryption, or Ka 1 if it uses asymmetri en ryption)
or non es; level unknown to all remaining domain values (in luding, e.g., other
agents' initial se rets, or A's se rets reated during the proto ol exe ution).
This pro edure de nes what we name initial SCSP for P , whi h portrays a
network where P an be exe uted but none of its sessions has started yet. The
initial SCSP for P also highlights the agents' initial knowledge, whi h typi ally
onsists of atomi messages su h as agent names, timestamps, some keys and
some non es.
Considerations on how oÆ ial proto ol spe i ations often fail to provide a
satisfa tory poli y [BMPT00℄ ex eed the s ope of this paper. Nevertheless, having to de ne the initial SCSP for a proto ol may pinpoint unknown de ien ies
or ambiguities in the poli y.

3.4 The Poli y SCSP
The poli y for a proto ol P also establishes whi h messages must be ex hanged
during a session between a given pair of agents.
We extend the initial SCSP for P (x3.3) with further onstraints. Ea h step
of a session of P between any pair of agents an be translated into, at most, two
onstraints. Pre isely, for ea h proto ol step whereby A sends a message m to
B , the following rules must be followed.

R1 ) If A invents a new se ret n (i.e. typi ally a new non e) and uses it to build
m, then add a unary onstraint on A that assigns se urity level debug to n,
and level unknown to all remaining messages.
R2 ) Add a binary onstraint between A and B that assigns se urity level debug
to the tuple hfjjg; mi, and level unknown to all other possible tuples.
The unary onstraint advan ed by R1 orresponds to A's o -line reation of
m, while the binary onstraint stated by R2 orresponds to A's sending m to
B , and B 's re eiving m. The two rules yield what we name poli y SCSP for P .

This SCSP formalises a network where ea h agent has su essfully terminated
an unlimited number of proto ol sessions with every other agent, while the spy
has performed no mali ious a tivity.

3.5 The Imputable SCSP
A nite network history indu ed by a proto ol P may be viewed as a repeated
sequen e of three steps in various order: agents' reating, sending and re eiving
messages. However, in the real world, not all messages that are sent are then
re eived by the intended re ipient or re eived at all. This is due to the mali ious
a tivity of the spy. Hen e, to model the on guration of the network at a ertain
point in a possible history as an SCSP, we need a variation of rule R2 (x3.4) in
order to allow for the mali ious a tivity of the spy. So, for ea h proto ol step
whereby A sends a message m to B , we onstrain the initial SCSP for P (x3.3)
additionally, as stated by rule R1 and by the following variation of rule R2 .

R20 ) If C re eives m, then add a binary onstraint between A and C that assigns
se urity level debug to the tuple hfjjg; mi, and level unknown to all other
possible tuples.

Note that C ould either be B (in ase the spy as not interfered) or be the spy
(no other agent an a t mali iously). In parti ular, should the spy, in the latter
ase, also deliver m to B , the rule quoted above would apply to the triple SPY,
m and B . Or, should the spy tamper with m obtaining m0 , and then deliver it
to another agent D, then the rule would apply to the triple SPY, m0 , and D.
We name the originated soft onstraint problem as imputable SCSP for the
network of agents running proto ol P . There exist an unlimited number of imputable SCSPs for P , whi h, in parti ular, in lude both the initial SCSP for P
and the poli y SCSP for P .

3.6 Agents' knowledge as a Se urity Entailment
The agents' knowledge in reases dynami ally while they are running a protool. This an be represented using a language like [Sar89℄ suitably extended
to deal with soft onstraints [Bis00℄. The extension relies on the notion of onsisten y, rather than on the notion of onsisten y/in onsisten y. We extend
the entailment relation \`" [S o82℄, whi h aptures from the store the onstraints
implied but not expli itly present, with four new rules. These model the operations | message en ryption, de ryption, on atenation and splitting | that
the agents may perform on the messages that they see, hen e in reasing their
knowledge. We name the obtained relation se urity entailment. Below, fun tion
def is asso iated to a generi onstraint over a generi agent A.
En ryption

def (m1 ) = v1 ; def (m2 ) = v2 ; def (fjm1 jgm2 ) = v
` def (fjm1 jgm2 ) = (v se (v1 +se v2 ))

De ryption

def (m1 ) = v1 ; def (m2 ) = v2 ; def (fjm1 jgm2 ) = v
` def (m1 ) = (v1 se v); def (m2 ) = (v2 se v)

Con atenation

def (m1 ) = v1 ; def (m2 ) = v2 ; def (fjm1 ; m2 jg) = v
` def (fjm1 ; m2 jg) = (v se (v1 +se v2 ))

Splitting

def (m1 ) = v1 ; def (m2 ) = v2 ; def (fjm1 ; m2 jg) = v
` def (m1 ) = (v1 se v); def (m2 ) = (v2 se v)

3.7 Formalising Con dentiality
In this se tion, l will denote a se urity level, and m a message. Moreover, given
a se urity proto ol, P will indi ate the poli y SCSP for it, and p and p0 some imputable SCSPs for the same proto ol. We de ne Sol(P) +f
g = h on P ; def P i,
Sol(p) +f g = h on ; def i, and Sol(p0) +f g = h on 0 ; def 0 i.
SP Y

SP Y

SP Y

De nition 1 (l-Con dentiality).
l- on dentiality of m in p () def (m) > l.
If l- on dentiality of m in p holds, then we say that m is l- on dential in p.
Intuitively, this signi es that the spy does not know message m in the network
on guration given by p with se urity level l but, rather, with a level that is
better than l.
The de nition be omes spurious if def (m) = publi , in whi h ase we say that
m has worst on dentiality in p, or if l = unknown. Conversely, if def (m) =
unknown, we say that m has best on dentiality in p, as l- on dentiality holds
for all l < unknown. If l = publi , then m is ertainly l- on dential in p unless
def (m) = publi .

De nition 2 (Con dentiality Atta k).
() def (m) < def P (m)

Con dentiality atta k on m in p

If on dentiality atta k on m in p holds, then we say that there is a on dentiality
atta k on m in p. Intuitively, this signi es that the spy has lowered in p her
se urity level for m w.r.t. that allowed by the proto ol poli y. Clearly, if there
is a on dentiality atta k on m in p su h that def (m) = l, then m is not lon dential in p.
Con dentiality atta ks an be ompared as follows. If there is a on dentiality
atta k on m in p su h that def (m) = l, and a on dentiality atta k on m in p0
su h that def 0 (m) = l0 and l < l0 , then we say that p hides a worse on dentiality
atta k on m than p0 does.
4

The Needham-S hroeder Proto ol

We present the \asymmetri " proto ol due to Needham and S hroeder, whi h
is based on asymmetri ryptography (e.g. RSA [RSA76℄) rather than on symmetri ryptography (e.g. DES [Nat77℄). Ea h agent A is endowed with a publi
key Ka , whi h is known to all, and a private key Ka 1 , whi h should be known
only to A. Note that limiting the knowledge of Ka 1 only to A is an assumption
expli itly required by the proto ol, rather than a property that is enfor ed.
Re all that a non e is a \number that is used only on e" [NS78℄. The proto ol
assumes that agents an invent truly-random non es, so that, given a non e N
invented by an agent P , the probability that agents other than P guess N is
negligible.
The rst step sees an initiator A initiate the proto ol with a responder B . A
invents a non e Na and en rypts it along with her identity under B 's publi key.
Upon re eption of that message, B de rypts it and extra ts A's non e. Then, he
invents a non e Nb and en rypts it along with Na under A's publi key. When
A re eives message 2, she extra t Nb and sends it ba k to B , en rypted under
his publi key.
The goal of the proto ol is authenti ation: at ompletion of a proto ol session
initiated by A with B , A should get eviden e to have ommuni ated with B and,

1:
2:
3:
Fig. 4.
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: fjNa ; AjgKb
: fjNa ; Nb jgKa
B : fjNb jg
Kb

B

A

The asymmetri Needham-S hroeder proto ol

likewise, B should get eviden e to have ommuni ated with A. We emphasise
that authenti ation here is a hieved by means of on dentiality of the non es.
Indeed, upon re eption of Na inside message 2, A would on lude that she is
intera ting with B , the only agent who ould retrieve Na from message 1, sin e
Na is a truly-random non e and en ryption is perfe t. In the same fashion, when
B re eives Nb inside message 3, he would on lude that A was at the other end
of the network be ause Nb must have been obtained from message 2, and no-one
but A ould perform this operation. But, what happens if the spy inter epts
some messages?

4.1 Lowe's atta k to the Needham-S hroeder Proto ol
Re all that se urity proto ols are implemented as distributed on urrent programs. Lowe dis overs [Low95℄ that the Needham-S hroeder proto ol allows the
s enario depi ted in gure 5, whereby a mali ious agent C an interleave two of
the proto ol sessions, provided that some agent A initiates one session with C .
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Lowe's atta k to the Needham-S hroeder Proto ol

Note that C ould be a registered user of the network, so no-one ould suspe t
his tampering. Sin e A initiates with C , she en rypts her non e and her identity
under C 's publi key. On e obtained these data, C initiates another session
(indi ated by the primes) with another agent B , quoting A's data rather than
his own. From this message, B dedu es that A is trying to ommuni ate with him.
Therefore, B replies to A, quoting her non e and his own, Nb . Sin e the entire

network is under C 's ontrol, C inter epts this message before it is delivered to
A but annot de rypt it be ause en ryption is perfe t. So, C forwards it to A.
The message is of the form that A was expe ting, hen e A extra ts Nb and sends
it to the agent with whom she had initiated the rst session, C . This hinders the
on dentiality of Nb , so C an use it to omplete the session with B by issuing
message 3', whi h is of the form that B was expe ting.
As a result, B believes to have ommuni ated with A, while A was in fa t
ommuni ating with C . In other words, C impersonates A with B : the proto ol
has ultimately failed a hieve authenti ation be ause it has failed to keep Nb
on dential. The onsequen es of the atta k are that B will onsider every future
messages quoting Nb as oming from A. If B is a bank and A and C are a ount
holders, C ould ask B to transfer money from A's a ount to C 's without A
realising it.
Lowe proposes to quote B 's identity in message 2, so that A would address
message 3 to the agent mentioned in that message rather than to the one with
whom she initiated the session. This upgrade would prevent the atta k in gure 5
be ause message 3 would be en rypted under B 's publi key, so C would not
dis over Nb and ould not onstru t message 30 to omplete the session with B .
5

Modelling Needham-S hroeder

We demonstrate our approa h to proto ol analysis on the Needham-S hroeder
proto ol. Note that all SCSPs presented below are in fa t suitable fragments. As
a start, we build the initial SCSP ( gure 6) and the poli y SCSP for the proto ol
(omitted here).
a −−> public
b −−> public
A
Ka −−> public
Kb −−> public
Ka{^−1} −−> private
Fig. 6.

a −−> public
b −−> public
Ka −−> public
Kb −−> public
Kb^{−1} −−> private
B

Initial SCSP for the Needham-S hroeder proto ol

Then, we build the imputable SCSP orresponding to the network on guration in whi h a proto ol session between A and B has initiated and terminated
without the spy's interferen e ( gure 7). We observe that our de nition of ondentiality atta k does not hold in this imputable SCSP. This on rms that, if
the spy does not interfere with the ompletion of a session between A and B ,
then she does not a quire more knowledge than that allowed by the poli y. In
parti ular, the non e Nb has best on dentiality in this SCSP.
Hen e, we build the imputable SCSP orresponding to Lowe's atta k ( gure 8). We add a suitable suÆx to B 's non es to distinguish whi h agent they
are meant to be used with. There is a on dentiality atta k on non e Nb a : by
the se urity entailment, the spy has lowered her se urity level for Nb a from

a −−> public
b −−> public
Ka −−> public
Kb −−> public
Ka^{−1} −−> private
Na −−> debug

a −−> public
b −−> public
Ka −−> public
Kb −−> public
Kb^{−1} −−> private

<{}, {Na, a}_{Kb}> −−> debug

A

Nb −−> debug

B

<{Na, Nb}_Ka, {}> −−> debug

<{}, {Nb}_Kb> −−> debug

Fig. 7.

Imputable SCSP for ompletion of proto ol session between

A

and B

unknown, whi h was stated by the poli y SCSP, to debug. Indeed, Nb a is not
even debug - on dential in this SCSP, but only publi - on dential.

a −−> public
b −−> public
c −−> public
Ka −−> public
Kb −−> public
Kc −−> public
Ka^{−1} −−> private

bu

g

Nb_a −−> debug

Fig. 8.
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Nb_a −−> debug

B

A
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Na_c −−> debug

a −−> public
b −−> public
c −−> public
Ka −−> public
Kb −−> public
Kc −−> public
Kb^{−1} −−> private

a −−> public
b −−> public
c −−> public
Ka −−> public
Kb −−> public
Kc −−> public
Kc^{−1} −−> private

Imputable SCSP orresponding to Lowe's atta k

It is easy to verify that, if the proto ol is amended as required by Lowe (x4.1),
then the imputable SCSP orresponding to Lowe's atta k is not generated by
our pro edure for building the imputable SCSPs (x3.5).

6

Con lusions and future work

A number of approa hes for reasoning formally about se urity proto ols are
available (e.g. [Low95,Pau98,Bel99,BR97℄). We have developed a new approa h
bases on soft onstraints where on dentiality is not merely asso iated to a
boolean value but to a dis rete se urity level. This allows a ner reasoning on
the on dentiality goals that one expe ts from a proto ol. For example, let us
onsider the network on guration in whi h a message that is meant for a pair of
agents be omes unexpe tedly known to a third agent (i.e. debug). Some proto ol
poli y might address this as a on dentiality atta k, while some other might not
unless the message be omes known to all (i.e. publi ). Yet another poli y might
onsider as a on dentiality atta k the mere fa t that the spy has some private
information of her own. We formally treat those di erent levels of on dentiality,
and argue that this is novel to the eld of proto ol veri ation.
Our approa h is not urrently devoted to proving proto ols atta k-proof but,
rather, to de iding whether a single on guration indu ed by a proto ol is so.
If the on guration is found to hide an atta k, then our analysis also states its
signi an e. Therefore, our approa h might be used to omplement the existing
semi-automated ones based on model he king or theorem proving. Should these
dis over some ru ial on guration, building the orresponding imputable SCSP
would allow a deeper reasoning on that on guration by omparison with the
poli y SCSP. We expe t this reasoning to be useful to the resolution of legal
disputes where a on guration indu ed by a proto ol is imputed as possibly
illegal, and the judge must establish whether that on guration is admissible by
the poli y that omes with the proto ol.
Our proto ol analyses shall be me hanised. We intend to implement a tool
that takes as input a proto ol spe i ation, a proto ol poli y, and a on guration
to study. The tool should build the poli y SCSP for the proto ol, the imputable
SCSP for the given on guration, ompare their solutions, and nally output
\OK" or a statement of the on dentiality atta ks mounted in that on guration
with what se urity levels. Although omputing the solution of an SCSP is in
general NP- omplete, omputing those two solutions will be eÆ ient in pra ti e,
on e a reasonable bound is stated on the number of agents and on the number
of proto ol sessions that ea h agent is entitled to initiate.
Another dire tion of resear h is developing a dynami evolution of the initial
SCSP by means of agents who tell [Sar89℄ new onstraints, so to model the evolution of the network. All network on gurations ould now be he ked against
the poli y, but, to do so, the solution should be omputed of all possible imputable SCSPs. This might raise the omputational osts. However, sin e ea h
imputable SCSP di ers from the previous one for at most two onstraints (x3.5),
previous omputation ould be reused and omplexity ould be managed.
Future resear h also in ludes formalising additional proto ol goals su h as
agent authenti ation, message authenti ity and session key distribution. Our
ndings, together with the resear h dire tions sket hed above, support soft onstraint programming as a signi ant and highly promising approa h to proto ol
veri ation.
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